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Absolute-value circuit, 458
Active filters, 525
All-pass transfer function, 530, 536
Amplitude scaling, 513
Amplitude stabilization, 487
Analog computation, 502
Analog multiplier, 501
Analog-signal switching, 471
Antilog circuit, 462
Automatic gain control, 488
Auxiliary equation, 115

Band-gap voltage, 252
Band-gap voltage reference, 288
Bandpass amplifier, 135
Bandwidth, 94
Base-to-emitter voltage temperature coefficient, 252
Base-width modulation, 310
Base-width modulation factor, 313
Block diagram, 22
Bode plot, 85
Bose oscillator, 502
Butter oscillator, 508
Butterworth filter, 508
Butterworth transfer function, 80
frequency response of, 89
step response of, 83

Bypass capacitors, 343
CA3039 integrated circuit, 544
Capacitive load, 169, 564, 597
Capacitor selection, 448
Cascode amplifier, current-source loaded, 320
Characteristic equation, 44, 112
Chopper stabilization, 522
Closed-loop gain, 2
Closed-loop zeros, 133
Cofactor, 44
Collector FET, 390
Common-emitter amplifier, 33
current-source loaded, 315
Common-mode input, 256
Common-mode rejection ratio, 259, 434
Compensating capacitor, 199
Compensation, 165, 557
nonlinear, 240
series, 165
Compensation that includes zero, 597
Complementary Darlington connection, 292, 397
Complementary emitter follower, 328
Conditional stability, 234
Convolution, 68
Crossover distortion, 329
Crossover frequency, 148
Current repeater, 392
Current source, 322, 452

Darlington connection, 275
Deadzone, 26
Decoupling capacitor, 171
Demodulator, 474
Describing function, 217
table of, 223
Desensitivity, 25
Determinant, 44, 46
Differential amplifier, 254, 397, 449
Differential input, 256
Differential output, 255
Differentiator, 561
Diode-connected transistor, 390
Direct-coupled amplifiers, 249
Divider, 211, 244
Dominant pole, 78, 168
Double integrator, 452
Drift referred to the input, 250
from resistor mismatches, 266
from transistor mismatches, 262, 268
Duty-cycle modulation, 500

Electronic switch, 518
Emitter follower, 326, 327
Error coefficients, 97
Estimating open-loop gain, 65
Exponentiating circuit, 547

Feedback compensation, 196
Feedback-network compensation, 563
Feedforward, 304, 421, 630
FET preamplifier, 424
Field-effect transistor, 323, 471, 491

Final-value theorem, 69
First-order system, 78
frequency response of, 86
step response of, 79
Fourier series, 218
Frequency modulation, 502
Frequency response, 81
Function generator, 234, 428, 497, 540

Gain adjustment, 165
Gain margin, 147
Gain-phase plot, 88
Gated operational amplifier, 472
Gaussian pulse, 104
Goldberg amplifier, 522
Grounding problems, 446
Gyrator, 456

High-gain stages, 309
Howland current source, 454, 549
Hybrid-pi model, 310
Hysteresis, 220, 234

Impedance scaling, 46
Initial-value theorem, 68
Inner loop, 197
Input bias current, 434
Input common-mode range, 434
Input compensation, 558
Input current, 269
Input-current cancellation, 271
Input-current measurement, 438
Input differential range, 434
Input offset current, 434
Input offset voltage, 434
Integrator, 11
Inverting amplifier, 4
Inverted-transistor connection, 472
Jump resonance, 642
Lag network, 173, 179
Lag transfer function, 558
Laplace transforms, 67
  properties of, 68
  table of, 70
Lateral-PNP transistor, 386
Lead network, 172, 178
Lead transfer function, 558
Leakage current, 268
Limit cycle, 217, 510
Limiter, 232
Linearization, 209
LM101 operational amplifier, 401
LM101 A operational amplifier, 63, 206, 406
LM108 operational amplifier, 415
LM110 operational amplifier, 416
LM118 operational amplifier, 421
LM121, 425
Load capacitor, 169, 564, 597
Load regulation, 169
Log circuit, 12, 18, 462, 568
Loop, 44
Loop transmission, 6, 24
Low-current operation, 270

Magnetic suspension, 214
Major loop, 197
MC1533 operational amplifier, 374
MC1538R, 425
MC1539 operational amplifier, 375
μA702 operational amplifier, 421
μA715 operational amplifier, 421
μA726, 422
μA727, 422
μA733, 374
μA740 operational amplifier, 424
μA741 operational amplifier, 375
μA776 operational amplifier, 410
Miller effect, 300, 354
Minor loop, 197

Minor-loop compensation, 573
Minor-loop instability, 600
Modulator, 474
MOS capacitor, 391
Multiplier, 473
Multiplier, 211, 468
Negative feedback, 24
Negative impedance converter, 455
Nichols chart, 150
Node equations, 33
Noninverting amplifier, 4
Nonlinear oscillators, 496
Nyquist criterion, 139
Offset voltage, 251, 472
Offset-voltage measurement, 438
One-pole compensation, 575
One-stage amplifier, 417
Open-loop gain, 3
  measurement of, 440
Open-loop transfer function, 3
  estimation of, 65
Operational-amplifier specifications, 433
Output amplifiers, 327
Output impedance, 36
Output resistance, 49, 169
Output stages, 425
Output voltage range, 434
Padé approximate, 530
Path, 44
Peak detector, 459
Phase detector, 537
Phase margin, 147
Phase plane, 511
Phase-shift oscillator, 116, 231
Phase shifter, 536
Piecewise-linear circuit, 461
Piecewise-linear network, 540
Index

Pinched resistor, 389
Positive feedback, 9, 497
Power amplifier, 202
Power ground, 447
Power-supply decoupling, 444
Precision rectifier, 457
Pulse signal, 71, 72

Quadrature oscillator, 486, 519
Quarter-square multiplier, 468

Ramp error, 101
Rejection amplifier, 134
Resolver selection, 447
Resistor, 243, 537
Right-half-plane singularities, 130, 143
Rise time, 92
Root contours, 136
Root-locus construction rules, 121
Root-locus diagram, 119
Routh criterion, 112

Sallen and Key circuit, 525
Sample-and-hold circuit, 103, 475, 519, 650
Saturating nonlinearity, 219
Schmitt trigger, 234, 497
Second-order system, 79, 119
frequency response of, 87
step response of, 81
Second-stage drift contributions, 279
Settling time, 94
with lag compensation, 193
709 operational amplifier, 305
Signal-flow graph, 44
Signal ground, 447
Sine-wave shaping circuit, 540
Single-ended output, 255
Sinusoidal oscillators, 485
Six-mask process, 383

Slew rate, 364, 371, 435, 633
Slew-rate measurement, 440
Slow-rolloff compensation, 604
Soft saturation, 224
Speed regulator, 203
Split collector transistor, 387, 393
Square-rooting circuit, 244
Stable-amplitude oscillation, 231
Stability, defined, 109
Step response, 187
Substrate PNP transistor, 387
Summing amplifier, 10
Summation point, 22
Super-β transistor, 385, 415
Superdiode, 457
Supply-voltage-rejection ratio, 434
measurement of, 439
Supply-voltage sensitivity, 434

Tangent approximation, 210
Taylor's series, 210
Thermal protection, 422
Thermal runaway, 330, 339
Three-stage amplifier, 296
Three-mode integrator, 516
Time delay, 192, 530
Time-division multiplier, 501
Time scaling, 513
Tracking filter, 538
Transconductance multiplier, 468
Transient response, 76
Two-pole compensation, 586
Two-port network, 359
Two-stage amplifier, 198, 305
compensation of, 356

Unity-gain frequency, 148

Van der Pol's equation, 510
Vertical-PNP transistor, 387
Voltage reference, 286, 519, 553
Voltage regulator, 169, 292
Zener diode, 227

Wien-bridge oscillator, 485